Polishing is a highly skilled manufacturing process with a lot of constraints and interaction with environment. In general, the purpose of polishing is to get the uniform surface roughness distributed evenly throughout part's surface. In order to reduce the polishing time and cope with the shortage of skilled workers, robotic polishing technology has been investigated. This paper studies about vision system to measure surface defects that have been characterized to some level of surface roughness. The surface defects data have learned using artificial neural networks to give a decision in order to move the actuator of arm robot. Force and rotation time have chosen as output parameters of artificial neural networks. Results shows that although there is a considerable change in both parameter values acquired from vision data compared to real data, it is still possible to obtain surface defects characterization using vision sensor to a certain limit of accuracy. The overall results of this research would encourage further developments in this area to achieve robust computer vision based surface measurement systems for industrial robotic, especially in polishing process.
INTRODUCTION
Polishing are final finishing processes that are widely used in many manufacturing industries including aerospace, automobile, dies and molds. Polishing is a process that uses abrasives to smooth the part surface without affecting its geometry. In general, the purpose of polishing is to get the uniform surface roughness distributed evenly throughout part's surface [1] . Traditionally, polishing has largely been a manual operation that is very labor intensive, highly skill dependent, inefficient with long process time, high cost, polishing robot can reduce production time by 36%. This result is in accordance with Nagata et al. [15] , by using robotic and adaptive system will reduce about 30% of the polishing process time. With the result of this implementation, it was enough to qualify for time efficiency objectives.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents preliminary research in polishing robot with vision system. The system is based on images taken by a CCD camera. Lighting and image preprocessing characterization have developed to divide surface defects into two levels. Polishing tasks require force control adapting to current level of surface defects. The greater magnitude of unidirectional normal to the surface polishing force must be adjusted to rougher surface, while lighter magnitude must be regulated for a smoother surface. Human can do this task easily while robot can not.Artificial neural networks were trained the robotic system to emulate a human's example in the polishing process. From the experimental results, some conclusions can be drawn from the application of artificial neural networks in this system. However, defining the rules for the polishing process from image data which have natural variations would has been a very difficult task. By using neural networks, any explicit classification rules do not need to know.
The result of surface measurement by using the system is 95.76% of improvement corresponding to the results of manual polishing. Another benefit of this system can be seen from time efficiencies in the polishing process. When compared to manual polishing, this system can save up to 26.78% of the time of production. Another advantage of using neural networks is that if the system makes errors it can be retrained by using larger training set. Also, the system can be easily modified to inspection of different surface defects types. Some suggestion to the future development, combining some intelligent method, called hybrid technology minimizing the learning time of neural networks in this experiment that is still considered time consuming and can increase the system's ability to be adaptive in dealing with various defects in a variety of surface conditions.
